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Abstract We show that in gauge mediation models with
tree-level R-symmetry breaking where supersymmetry and
R-symmetries are broken by different fields, the gaugino
mass either vanishes at one loop or finds a contribution
from loop-level R-symmetry breaking. Thus tree-level R-
symmetry breaking for phenomenology is either no-go or
redundant in the simplest type of models. Including explicit
messenger mass terms in the superpotential with a particular
R-charge arrangement is helpful to bypass the no-go theo-
rem, and the resulting gaugino mass is suppressed by the
messenger mass scale.

1 Introduction

Supersymmetry (SUSY) [1,2] provides a natural solution to
several unsolved problems in the Standard Model (SM), such
as the gauge hierarchy problem, gauge coupling unification
and dark matter candidates. Since supersymmetric particles
(sparticles) have not been discovered yet, SUSY must be bro-
ken to give them heavy masses escaping the current experi-
mental limit. To avoid light sparticles in the supersymmetric
standard model (SSM), SUSY must be broken in a hidden
sector, and then the SUSY breaking effects are mediated to
the observable SSM sector by a messenger sector, giving
sparticle mass spectrum and coupling constants which may
be examined at the LHC or other future experiments. There
are three competitive mediation mechanisms: gravity media-
tion, gauge mediation, and anomaly mediation. We are focus-
ing on gauge mediation models [3–5] in this work.

Following the discussion of the Nelson–Seiberg theo-
rem [6–8] which summarizes earlier observations in Wess–
Zumino and dynamical SUSY breaking models [9–12], R-
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symmetries are required to build a generic SUSY breaking
model. From phenomenology point of view, the R-symmetry
needs to be broken spontaneously in order to allow for the
Majorana gaugino mass. The R-symmetry is usually bro-
ken by the SUSY breaking spurion field, or pseudomodu-
lus [13–16] which gets a vacuum expectation value (VEV)
at loop level through the Coleman–Weinberg potential [17],
or through the inclusion of D-terms [18,19]. There are also
models with tree-level R-symmetry breaking from tree-level
VEVs of fields other than the pseudomodulus [20,21]. These
models usually involve many fields with specific R-charges,
and the gaugino mass is often generated from multiple
VEVs of fields at both loop level and tree level in such
complicated models [22]. A wide class of tree-level SUSY
and R-symmetry breaking models with classically stable
pseudomoduli spaces have been shown to give zero gaug-
ino masses at one-loop level [23,24]. Nevertheless, it still
remains unclear whether in principle the gaugino mass could
be generated just from tree-level R-symmetry breaking.

In gauge mediation models, SUSY breaking fields are cou-
pled to messengers which are charged under the SM gauge
symmetry. SUSY breaking is mediated to the SSM sector
through gauge interactions, and soft terms such as the gaug-
ino mass emerge at low energy. For loop-level R-symmetry
breaking, the SUSY breaking spurion field X also breaks the
R-symmetry at loop level. It obtains the VEV

X = 〈X〉 + θ2FX . (1)

The resulting gaugino mass at one-loop level is

Mg̃ ∼ α

4π

FX

〈X〉 . (2)

A tree-level R-symmetry breaking model has at least two
spurions which break SUSY and R-symmetry, respectively.
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They have VEVs

X = θ2FX , Y = 〈Y 〉. (3)

As we are to show, in our simplest type of models, there
is no valid one-loop diagram for the gaugino mass with R-
symmetries respected at all vertices, unless X and Y fields
have identical R-charges which make the condition (3) non-
generic. Thus tree-level R-symmetry breaking fails its origi-
nal motivation to generate the gaugino mass, and we obtain a
no-go statement for these models. We are also to show that it
is possible to bypass the no-go theorem by including explicit
messenger mass terms in the superpotential with a particu-
lar R-charge arrangement, and the resulting gaugino mass is
suppressed by the ratio between the R-symmetry breaking
scale and the messenger mass scale.

2 Gaugino masses in ordinary gauge mediation models

We will review some result of gauge mediation and set up
the notations for our following analysis. We start from the
superfield formulation of the standard SUSY Lagrangian,

L = LKinetic + [W ]θθ + c.c. (4)

and expand it in the component field formulation. Since we
are concerning how gauginos acquire masses after SUSY
and R-symmetry breaking, we ignore the detail of the SUSY
breaking sector, and assume a spurion field X as specified
in (1). X couples to the messenger sector through the cubic
term in the superpotential,

W = λX�̃�, (5)

where �̃ and � are messengers which are conjugate to each
other in SM gauge symmetry representations. The non-zero
VEV of X gives a SUSY breaking spectrum to messen-
ger fields, which can be seen from expanding the SUSY
lagrangian in component fields:

[λX�̃�]θθ + c.c. = λ〈X〉ψ̃ψ + λ∗〈X〉∗ψ̃†ψ†

+λFX φ̃φ + λ∗F∗
X φ̃∗φ∗ + · · · . (6)

Messengers are charged under SM gauge symmetry, thus
coupled to gauge fields through covariant derivative terms
in the kinetic part of the Lagrangian. In the Wess–Zumino
gauge, the contact terms of messengers to gauginos are

[�†(e2gaT aV )�]θθ θ̄ θ̄ = −√
2ga(φ

∗T aψ)λa

−√
2gaλ

a†(ψ†T aφ) + · · · , (7)

where λa is the SSM gaugino g̃. Similar terms also exist for
�̃. The corresponding vertices are shown in Fig. 1. Gauginos
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Fig. 1 Messenger coupling vertices related to the gaugino mass
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Fig. 2 One-loop diagrams for the gaugino mass in ordinary gauge
mediation models, with R-charges of messenger components deter-
mined from R-charge conservation. The two diagrams are conjugate
to each other, and both should be included as Majorana mass terms

obtain masses from one-loop Feymann diagrams as shown in
Fig. 2, which can be calculated by the wave-function renor-
malization method [25]. The result is given in (2).

Generally, messengers can have explicit mass terms as
discussed in (extra)ordinary gauge mediation models [26,
27]. The corresponding superpotential is

W = λi j X�̃i� j + mi j �̃i� j . (8)

The resulting gaugino mass is

Mg̃ ∼ α

4π
FX∂X log det(λX + m). (9)

As a consequence of the R-symmetry, it can be shown that
the messenger mass matrix has the identity

det(λX + m) = XnG(m, λ),

n = r−1
X

∑

i

(2 − R(�̃i ) − R(�i )). (10)

So the gaugino mass turns out to be

Mg̃ ∼ α

4π

nFX

〈X〉 (11)

which is similar to the result (2).
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The factor n in (11) is responsible for the vanishing of
gaugino masses in a wide class of tree-level SUSY and R-
symmetry breaking models, because a classically stable pseu-
domoduli spaces require n = 0 [23]. One may relax the
classically stable condition and build a more general tree-
level R-symmetry breaking model. Although the obstacle can
be avoided, Eq. (11) only involves FX and 〈X〉, which are
VEVs of components of the same superfield X . Thus the
SUSY breaking pseudomodulus and the R-symmetry break-
ing field are identical, and (11) is actually a result of loop-
level R-symmetry breaking. To properly study the effect of
tree-level R-symmetry breaking, one should refine the model
to exclude influence from loop-level R-symmetry breaking
effects, as we are to do in the next section.

3 No-go with separated SUSY and R-symmetry
breaking

The essential concept of tree-level R-symmetry breaking is
the misalignment between the SUSY breaking pseudomod-
ulus and the R-symmetry breaking field [20,21,23]. The R-
symmetry breaking field can be decomposed to a component
parallel to the pseudomodulus which actually comes from
loop-level R-symmetry breaking, and a transverse compo-
nent which really counts for tree-level R-symmetry breaking.
Based on this decomposition, we suppose that there are two
separated fields X and Y which, respectively, break SUSY
and the R-symmetry. At the vacuum we have

〈X〉 = 0, FX �= 0, 〈Y 〉 �= 0, FY = 0, (12)

which is just (3) in the form of component fields. The rest
of our derivation follows the standard SUSY formulation as
shown before. Both X and Y couple to messengers through
cubic terms in the superpotential and give the messenger
spectrum

[λi j X�̃i� j ]θθ + c.c. = λi j FX φ̃iφ j + λ∗
i j F

∗
X φ̃∗

i φ
∗
j + · · · ,

(13)

[κi j Y �̃i� j ]θθ + c.c. = κi j 〈Y 〉ψ̃iψ j +κ∗
i j 〈Y 〉∗ψ̃†

i ψ
†
j +· · · .

(14)

Clashing vertices similar to the ones addressed before can
be determined from these expressions. The contact terms of
messengers and gauginos are

[�†
i (e

2gaT aV )�i ]θθ θ̄ θ̄ = −√
2ga(φ

∗
i T

aψi )λ
a

−√
2gaλ

a†(ψ
†
i T

aφi )+c.c.+ · · · ,

(15)
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Fig. 3 Messenger coupling vertices related to the gaugino mass
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Fig. 4 Possible one-loop diagrams for the gaugino mass from tree-
level R-symmetry breaking, with R-charges of messenger components
determined from R-charge conservation. The two diagrams are conju-
gate to each other, and both should be included as Majorana mass terms

where a minimal Kähler potential is taken to keep the R-
symmetry. The corresponding vertices are shown in Fig. 3.

At first glance, one can draw diagrams as shown in Fig. 4
which give a similar gaugino mass as done in ordinary gauge
mediation models. But after checking R-charge conservation
conditions for each vertex in the loop, it is found that the
loop diagrams in Fig. 4 are valid only if rX = rY . Then the
R-symmetry allows X to have all the messenger couplings
which Y has, and vise versa. There is no clear distinction
between X and Y fields and the separation (12) becomes
non-generic.

In generic models with rX = rY , all the four VEVs in
(12) are non-zero. If we make a linear combination of them
aligned with the F-term, the combination field generically
has non-zero VEV. Thus tree-level R-symmetry breaking, if
existing in this type of models, is accompanied with the same
magnitude of loop-level R-symmetry breaking contributing
to the gaugino mass which makes tree-level R-symmetry
breaking redundant. For models with rX �= rY , X and Y
fields are clearly separated, (12) can be naturally satisfied
and tree-level R-symmetry is well defined without interfer-
ence from loop-level R-symmetry breaking. But as we have
shown, there is no valid one-loop diagram for the gaugino
mass in this case.
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Fig. 5 Possible one-loop diagrams for the gaugino mass with multiple vertices inserted, with R-charges of messenger components determined
from R-charge conservation. The two diagrams are conjugate to each other, and both should be included as Majorana mass terms
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Fig. 6 Messenger clashing vertices from explicit mass terms

4 Bypassing the no-go theorem with explicit messenger
mass terms

To see whether the gaugino mass can be generated beyond our
simplest type of models, one may try to insert more spurion
vertices into the loop, as shown in Fig. 5. Noticing direc-
tions of propagators, the Feynman rules require that both the
fermion line and the boson line have odd numbers of ver-
tices inserted. Checking the R-symmetry conservation con-
dition turns out that rX = rY is still required for a valid
diagram. So we get the same no-go conclusion as discussed
before.

One feature of the diagram in Fig. 5 is the alternation of
messenger component R-charges between r−1 and 1−rY −r
on the fermion line, or between r and 2 − rY − r on the
boson line. So one way one may bypass the no-go theorem is
to consider loop diagrams with a different R-charge pattern.
This is possible by introducing explicit messenger mass terms
in the superpotential. Expanding mass terms in components
gives

[Mi j �̃i� j ]θθ + c.c. = Mi j ψ̃iψ j + M∗
i j ψ̃

†
i ψ

†
j (16)

and new clashing vertices as shown in Fig. 6. Since mass
parameters Mi j do not carry R-charges, each two fermion
components joining such a vertex should have opposite R-
charges. Inserting these mass vertices as well as Y vertices
into the fermion line, and recalling that Y has a non-zero R-
charge to break the R-symmetry, a loop diagram similar to

Fig. 5 may be valid with a particular R-charge arrangement,
and the previous no-go statement may be bypassed.

The possibility of bypassing the no-go theorem can be
demonstrated in the following example with the superpoten-
tial:

W = λX�̃1�2 + κY �̃3�4 + M1�̃1�4 + M2�̃3�2. (17)

Following our previous convention of notation, X and Y are
SUSY and R-symmetry breaking spurions, and messengers
with and without tildes are conjugate to each other in SM
gauge symmetries. R-charges of messenger superfields can
be consistently assigned as

rX = −rY , r2 = 2−rX −r1, r3 = rX +r1, r4 = 2−r1,

(18)

where the free parameters rX and r1 may be fixed by some UV
dynamics. For simplicity we assume λ ∼ κ ∼ 1 and M ∼
M1 ∼ M2 � 〈Y 〉, so all fermion and boson components of
messengers have mass around M . A loop diagram for the
gaugino mass can be obtained from previous Feynman rules
with R-charge conservation at all vertices, as shown in Fig. 7.
Up to an order 1 overall factor, the loop diagram in Fig. 7
evaluates as

Mg̃ ∼
∫

dp4

(2π)4

2g2
aκλM1M2FX 〈Y 〉

(p2 − M2)2(γ μ pμ − M)4 ∼ α

4π

FX 〈Y 〉
M2

(19)

Alternatively, the gaugino mass can be obtained from the
wave-function renormalization method calculation result (9).
The model (17) has the messenger mass matrix with deter-
minant
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Fig. 7 One-loop diagrams for
the gaugino mass from the
example model (17), with
R-charge conservation at every
vertices. Diagrams on the left
and right are conjugate to each
other, and both should be
included as Majorana mass
terms
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(20)

Noticing 〈X〉 = 0, the gaugino mass turns out to be

Mg̃ ∼ α

4π
FX∂X log(M2 − XY )2 ∼ α

4π

FX 〈Y 〉
M2 . (21)

Although both (19) and (21) give consistent results for the
non-varnishing one-loop gaugino mass, there is a suppression
from the messenger mass scale M , which is supposed to
be larger than the scales of both SUSY breaking FX and
R-symmetry breaking 〈Y 〉. Generically, if it is possible to
generate the gaugino mass by this means, a number of mass
vertices need to be inserted into the fermion line, and the
same number of fermion propagators need to be added in the
loop accordingly. Then the calculation (19) gives a similar
answer to (21): that the gaugino mass is always suppressed
by the ratio 〈Y 〉/M comparing to the loop-level R-symmetry
breaking result (2).

5 Conclusion and outlook

We have shown that with a simplified assumption of tree-level
R-symmetry breaking where SUSY and R-symmetries are
broken by different fields, the gaugino mass either becomes
zero at one loop or gets a contribution from loop-level
R-symmetry breaking. So tree-level R-symmetry breaking
either fails its original motivation to generate the gaug-
ino mass, or becomes unnecessary because of the exis-
tence of loop-level R-symmetry breaking. Thus tree-level
R-symmetry breaking is proved to be either no-go or redun-
dant for phenomenology in such simple models. Including
messenger mass terms in the superpotential and inserting
mass vertices into the fermion line may be helpful to bypass
the no-go theorem. Our simple argument shows that with a
particular R-charge arrangement, the resulting gaugino mass

has the generic form

Mg̃ ∼ α

4π

FX 〈Y 〉
M2 , (22)

indicating a suppression by the ratio between the R-symmetry
breaking scale and the messenger mass scale.

The essential assumption in our proof is the separation
of SUSY and R-symmetry breaking fields as in (12). So our
analysis covers a wider range of models than just the tree-
level R-symmetry breaking case, such as in the Goldstini sce-
nario [28]. Whenever there are separated SUSY breaking sec-
tor and R-symmetry breaking sector, all the proof can be fol-
lowed and we have a similar no-go statement. For simplicity,
it is well enough to obtain the gaugino mass from loop-level
R-symmetry breaking from a single spurion, unless other
phenomenology features require a multi-spurion model.

It should be addressed that our work deals with the Majo-
rana gaugino mass which is one of the motivations of R-
symmetry breaking. There are alternative models proposing
Dirac gaugino mass terms, which can be generated from
either D-terms or R-symmetric F-terms [29–32]. Besides
the well-studied Majorana gaugino mass from loop-level R-
symmetry breaking, there are various models and features
outside of our no-go statement for one to explore.
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